
5  Most  Fashion  Conscious
Celebrity Couples

By Molly Jacob

While we expect our favorite famous couples to be fashionable
(with a personal stylist, who wouldn’t be?), some celebs just
hit  the  mark.  From  clothing  collections  to  trend-setting
choices,  these  celebrity  couples  work  it  in  the  field  of
fashion.

See which celebrity couples Cupid
has picked out as the most fashion
conscious!

1. David Beckham and Victoria Beckham:
While Beckham may have been a pop queen as Posh Spice in the
’90s, these days she’s fashion royalty. She has walked the
runway for many high-end fashion labels and was a British
ambassador for Dolce and Gabbana. The celeb even has her own
label, which resulted in her winning Designer Brand of the
Year at the British Fashion Awards. Her soccer star hubby
David is fashionable as well, with his own menswear line at
H&M.

2. Kim Kardashian and Kanye West:
Kimye is an famous couple for many things, including their
killer style. Both superstar celebs have their own clothing
collections  and  constantly  make  the  cover  of  fashion
magazines. Kardashian’s style goes for the shock value; an
example of this would be her infamous latex dress. As for
West, his fashion collaboration with Adidas premiered at last
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fall’s New York Fashion Week and captivated audiences.

Related Link: Kim Kardashian Takes Fashion Advice from Husband
Kanye West

3. Matthew Broderick and Sarah Jessica Parker:
Expect this celebrity couple to always be striking on the red
carpet. Parker’s character on “Sex and the City” may have had
a love affair with shoes, but SJP doesn’t dscriminate. She’s
designed shoes with Manolo Blahnik himself, and revealed her
clothing  collection  with  George  Malkemus  and  Nordstrom  in
2014. And don’t count out Broderick, with his classic suits
and trademark black-rimmed glasses.

4. Barack and Michelle Obama:
The most powerful couple in the country doesn’t let us down
with  their  fashion  sense!  The  First  Lady  always  looks
flawless, whether she’s at a White House dinner or promoting
her healthy eating programs. Her outfits are more than just
“pretty,” too. She wore a dress from a Japanese label that is
now  run  by  American  designers  when  she  visited  Japan  to
discuss her education program, Let Girls Learn, which showed a
perfect connection between the two countries with just her
outfit. As for the President, he’s become a fashion icon as
well  –  he  partly  inspired  a  Versace  runway  collection  in
Milan!

Related  Link:  President  Obama  Rocks  Michelle’s  Bangs  at
Correspondents’ Dinner

5. Prince William and Kate Middleton:
Although she has only been in the public spotlight for a few
years, Kate Middleton is already one of the royal family’s
biggest style icons ever. Not only are her stunning looks easy
on the eyes, they’re good for her country, too. Her fashion
influence has boosted the British economy by $1 billion as
adoring Brits try to recreate her looks. Since their marriage,
Prince William has been stepping up his fashion game, too.
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Count on him to always be dressed in a classic and simple
suit,  a  nice  complement  to  the  Duchess’  vibrant  and  bold
style.

What fashionable celebrity couples did we miss? Comment below!


